
From: Zhang, Yanda
To: Hunt, Marshall
Subject: RE: new placeholder language
Date: Tuesday, May 26, 2015 1:26:57 PM
Attachments: AIA climatezone map.jpg

DOE reginal AC standards.jpg
CA climate_zone_map.jpg
CA air district map.gif
CA naturalgas_service_areas.jpg

Attached are the different climate zone maps we looked together.

Yanda Zhang
Direct: 916.844.1103

-----Original Message-----
From: Hunt, Marshall [mailto:MBH9@pge.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 26, 2015 12:26 PM
To: Zhang, Yanda
Subject: Fwd: new placeholder language

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Harvey Sachs <HSachs@aceee.org<mailto:HSachs@aceee.org>>
Date: May 22, 2015 at 12:55:29 PM PDT
To: Marshall B Hunt <MBH9@pge.com<mailto:MBH9@pge.com>>
Subject: FW: new placeholder language

Marshall -
Thanks for chatting this morning after advocates met with AGA, AHRI, et al to discuss their rush to unwind the
DOE proposed rule on furnaces. It's a national 92 AFUE rule, and at least the gas guys are going to the Hill to defeat
it.  So, we're trying to show some flexibility while fighting to get the same national energy savings as the DOE
NOPR would achieve.  Tall order.

So, below is what I sent our little cabal.  The archetypal issue for modeling is the lower income person in a
Philadelphia row house who would face a huge burden in legally venting a condensing furnace through a sidewall
(never mind that there are now ways to vent through the roof or chimney with advanced plastic systems).  We want
a fairly stringent capacity limit on the furnaces, and need to play a bit with some simulations to figure out how tight
that can be. I'll work on some construction parameters over the weekend, and then we can chat more.  Clearly, the
focus is on loads; getting annual energy out would be a bonus.

If you have the appetite, there is another issue raised by OEMs re condensing furnaces: The claim that the additional
electricity use to overcome the pressure drop of the secondary HX in the condensing furnace will more than offset
the gas savings in the South.  This gets complicated because southern furnaces come with larger fans (per unit of
furnace Btus, because of the higher cooling loads), so we have a relatively small condensing HX, and because we're
talking climates like Houston or L.A. Or maybe the Central Valley.  You've seen them raise this issue for RTUs, but
I don't know if it is as real for residential furnaces.

Thanks,

harvey
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From: Harvey Sachs <hsachs@aceee.org<mailto:hsachs@aceee.org>>
Date: Friday, May 22, 2015 at 3:41 PM
To:
Subject: Re: new placeholder language

I've had a very quick chat with Marshall Hunt (PG&E Codes & Standards) to sound him out on a couple of issues.
Here's initial feedback:

  1.  Modeling re capacity needed.  He can commission this.  I'll be working this weekend to what we're looking for,
and would welcome review by others. Volunteers?
  2.  Is CA cold (condensing) or warm (non-condensing)? Again, this was a quick conversation, but his sense was
that SoCal Gas would want non-condensings, but that the North (PG&E) would be happy with condensing.  BUT,
the thumb on the scale is that the thrust now toward net-zero (and decarbonization) might lead to a state policy
decision to push condensing for the whole state. This is not ready for broader discussion.

Thanks, and have a great weekend.  I'll forward this response to Marshall, w/o Steve's note.

harvey

PG&E is committed to protecting our customers' privacy.
To learn more, please visit http://www.pge.com/about/company/privacy/customer/
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